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ABSTRACT

The advantageous of liquid scintillation counting technique for 226Ra
determination compared with other methods are the high counting efficiency and
the easier sample preparation, with no need for sample pre-concentration. In this
work, liquid scintillation counting system was used to measure 222Rn and "6Ra levels
in environmental samples. The liquid scintillation cocktail was prepared in the
laboratory and was found efficient for measuring 222Rn. Soil, sediment and
TENORM samples were dried, grind, sieved and added to hydrochloric acid, in a
standard scintillation vial, preloaded with the liquid scintillation cocktail. By
measuring :::Rn levels in the prepared vials, at different intervals of time after
preparation, :"Rn and 226Ra levels were determined.
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INTRODUCTION

Radium-226 (T : = 1600 years), and radon-222 (T| ; = 3.82 days), are members of the naturall)
occiirnim uranium-238 decay series. When ::6Ra enters the human body, it deposits in bones, while its
immediate daughter """Rn causes lung cancer for uranium minors' '. The ingestion of water containing

Rn results in radiation doses in body tissues'"1. The extraction and processing of petroleum oil and
natural gas result in non-negligible amounts of wastes containing technologically enhanced naturall)
occurring radioactive materials (TENORM)''1. Preliminary assessments of storage sites of drums
containing sludge indicate existence of high concentrations of ""6Ra'M. Since, boiling point of """Rn gas
is bracketed b\ ^those of ethane and propane, the processing of natural gas and oil result in
concentration of ""Rn in ethane and propane fractions. The short lived radon decay products deposit
on the internal surfaces of the processing equipment and decay to the long lived radon decay product.
"'"Pb. The recycling of TENORM contaminated equipment such as metal pipes can pose a significant
contamination problem for operator of such a plant. The radioactive nuclide distribution in the slag
and dust filter showed that ""Rn and ""6Ra concentrate mainly in the slag". In cases of TENORM
releases, fraction of primary dose levels for ::6Ra may be of particular importance to establish adopted
lex els. above which interaction and remedial actions could be adopted'"1'. In petroleum oil industries,
presence of trace concentrations of ::6Ra causes radiation protection problems. ""6Ra traces are carried
together with different extraction products so causing sludge along the plant valves, pipes and
separators. This sludge reduces the plant efficiency in addition to external radiation exposure and
internal contamination of the workers'""". The common methods for measuring ""6Ra are (a) the a
counting of a barium radium sulfate precipitate that has been isolated from the sample and (b) the
measurements of ::Rn produced from the ::6Ra in the sample'6'. "6Ra concentrations have been
determined in environmental samples using different techniques such as a-spectrometry.
y-spectrometry and liquid scintillation detection'7' Ol. In this work, liquid scintillation counting system
was used to measure ::('Ra in water, environmental TENORM samples. Liquid scintillation cocktail
was prepared by dissolving cheap chemical materials in toluene. When mixing the sample with
immiscible liquid scintillation cocktail. 2:!6Ra remains in the aqueous phase, whereas "2Rn is extracted
into the liquid scintillation cocktail because of the relatively high solubility of radon in toluene' '. The
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samples were counted for " :Rn at different intervals of elapsed time after preparation. The measured
"""Rn activity is sum of 222Rn originally present in the sample and that generated from radium"2'.

Measured ["22Rn] = [Rnjo e"Xl + [Ra](l - e'̂ 1) = JRn]0 + {[Rn]0- [Ra]} e"1 ^ (1)
where [Rn]0 the initial 2'2Rn activity in the sample. [Ra] the activity of 226Ra. t the time between
preparation and counting a sample and A. the decay constant of 222Rn = 0.18! 3day"'.

EXPERIMENTAL

Liquid scintillation cocktail was prepared by dissolving 4g.PP0 (2.5-diphenyloxazole) and 50mg.
POPOPI 1.4-di[2-(5phenyloxazole)]-toluenej in a liter of toluene. The solution was placed in brown
bottle and kept away from light. Liquid scintillation counting vials were loaded with 10ml liquid
scintillation cocktail. One gram of free from radioactivity sand and 10ml of 0. IN HCI were added to
control samples whereas 10ml of 37Bq acidified "RaCN solution were added to the standard sample.
Vials were capped tightly and shaken well to ensure complete transfer of 222Rn to the cocktail. The
standard sample was left for about four weeks so that :22Rn reach secular equilibrium with :26Ra.
Environmental samples were dried at 110 "C. grind and sieved. 10ml 0. IN HCI were added to one
gram sample in liquid scintillation counting vial preloaded with 10ml liquid scintillation cocktail and
the vial was capped tightly, shaken well and counted after different elapsed times after preparation.
Standard, control, water, environmental and TENORM samples were counted using a Packard liquid
scintillation counter model 1000. Counting time was twenty minutes per vial. The efficiency of the
liquid scintillation counting system was determined from the equation:

E = (S-B)/A " ' (2)
where E efficiency. S total counting rate. B background count rate and A activity of the standard
source. f:"Rn] activity in a sample was determined from the equation:

[:::Rn] = (C-B)/E" (3)
uhere C total count rate of a sample.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

At least two background samples were run with each batch often samples. The background sample
was placed as the first and next to the last sample of the batch. The average background was found to
be 10 counts per minute. The effect of pH of the aqueous phase revealed that 0.1N HCI releases most
of """Rn and """Ra activities. The effect of environmental or TENORM sample mass indicated that
maximum specific activity of "6Ra was obtained from one gram sample. Increasing sample mass, the
specific activity of "6Ra decreases. This may be attributed to the shielding properties of the sample
and the increasing a-absorption. It was found in a previous work that the leached 226Ra activity from
the same mass of the artificially contaminated gravel increases with increasing the surface area of the
gravel' '•"'.

Fig. I shows the buildup of """Rn from 37Bq :26Ra standard source. The net count rate of the
standard source reached maximum after about one month. After such period of time. The decay
factor, e '' reaches approximately zero and. according to equation (1). the measured [:"Rn] equals
["""Raj. The efficiency of the LS counter was found to be 3.3CPS/Bq. :22Rn gas is highly soluble in
toluene, a solvent commonly used in LS counting. When mixing the sample with toluene based LS
cocktail. ""°Ra remains in the aqueous phase, whereas 222Rn transfers into the LS cocktail phase. The
decay chain from """Rn to "l4Po involves release of five energetic particles: three a particles (5.5. 6.0.
"." VleV) and two (3 panicles with end points ranging from 0.69 to 3.26 MeV. Thus 222Rn. in
equilibrium with its daughters, produces five particles per becquerel and each ofthese particles could
be detected with nearly 100% in a LS solution"1'. The energy window was set at 200-700 keV. At this
window setting the largest figure of merit (= E2/B) was obtained.
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Fig. 1: Build up of 222Rn from 37Bq standard 226Ra source
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Fig. 2 illustrates the measured [2"Rn] arising from water, environmental, and TENORM samples at
different elapsed times after preparation. The measured [~"Rn] arising from water decreases with
increasing elapsed time, whereas measured [""Rn] arising from environmental decreases slightly. On
the other hand, the measured [2"Rn] arising from TENORM sample increases significantly with
elapsed time.

Fig. 3 shows the changes of the measured [::::Rn] arising from water, environmental, and
TENORM samples with the decay factor, e~'\ For water sample, equation of the straight line obtained
is: Y = 107.7 X - 10.1. and according to equation (1). [ : : :Rn] = 1 18.8Bq and [ : :6Ra] = 10.1 Bq. For
environmental sample, equation of the straight line obtained is: Y = 84.8 X - 82.3. indicating that
["""RnJ = 167.1 Bq and ["6Ra] = 84.8Bq. For TENORM sample, equation of the straight line obtained
is: Y = -120.7 X -r 200.4 indicating that [2~Rn] = 79.7Bq and p R a j = 200.4Bq.

CONCLUSION

Liquid scintillation counting technique was used to measure """Rn and ""''Ra concentrations in
TENORM samples. LS cocktail was prepared from cheap chemicals and found to be efficient for ""''Ra
measurements. From """Rn measurements at different intervals of time after preparing a sample. ~:''Ra
acti\ it\ could be calculated. The efficiency of LS counting system was estimated to be 3.284 CPS/Bq
at the selected energy window. It was found that maximum ""6Ra was released from one gram of a
sample using 0. IN HC1. The method is simple and can be applied to large number of samples. The
time needed to measure ""&Ra activity is about one week
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